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Birds! I love birds and bird photography. It’s fascinating and enthralling and it isn’t
desperately hard to do effectively given a few guidelines and a little practice. This note is
designed to supply sufficient information in non-technical terms to enable a club
photographer to make a satisfying start. The approach I set out is primarily designed for
hand held photography, but will also work for using a hide window ledge, or a fence post.
I have set out my approach to camera settings in a table below showing each setting together with an explanatory comment. There are other approaches. But what I set out below
will get you started and motoring.

I am assuming you have a camera with interchangeable lens facility. The lens needs to
be 400mm or more but there’s nothing to stop you trying with a shorter lens, for instance in
the garden. I use a 150-600mm Sigma lens with a Nikon cropped-sensor camera and a Sony
200-600mm lens with a mirror-less full-frame camera. The Nikon probably produces better
results overall but the Sony equipment is much lighter. If you have Frank Bruno muscles by
all means carry an f2.8 prime lens around. However, most of us will find it too heavy for the
rapid response needs of bird photography, and certainly for a whole morning’s birding,
whether near home or in the heat of tropical forests.

Long lens because many birds are small and rarely as
Affix a long lens to your
close as you would like. Every time you return from a
camera, check you have a full battery shoot, charge your battery, format your card after
and empty storage card.
downloading your images (and maybe copying to a
separate disc drive), and return both to your camera
ready for next time.
Switch camera on and set
camera and lens to automatic
focusing

Birds suddenly appear and disappear – you won’t
often have time for manual focusing. Use the widest
focus range on your lens (around 2.8m-infinity)

With long zoom lenses, the minimum f number will
Set your camera to manual be maybe f5.6 or f6.3, which provides sufficient depth
mode. Reduce aperture to the
of field for most bird photography. Once set, you can
lowest number your lens permits.
largely forget about mode and aperture…
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Set your camera to high speed
Take short bursts of 4-5 images, refocusing
continuous shutter release.
between bursts by half-pressing the shutter release.

Set your shutter speed to at
least the equivalent of the length of
your lens e.g. for a 400mm lens set
your shutter speed to 1/400 sec or
1/500, for 600mm lens, use 1/640sec
or 1/800. Engage vibration reduction
(or equivalent).
400mm lens set your shutter speed
to 1/400 sec or 1/500, for 600mm
lens, use 1/640sec or 1/800. Engage
vibration reduction (or equivalent).

Set your ISO setting to ISO
auto
Set your focus area to 9-15
central points in the frame.

Set your exposure setting to
centre weighted

Set Auto focus to AF-C
(continuous)
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Set white balance to auto

High shutter speeds help capture the best pose of
a moving bird (it’s surprising how much happens
between frames); and it will reduce the effect of
camera shake –
Remember you are holding to your eye a long and
fairly hefty piece of equipment and there will
inevitably be some camera movement.

This helps ensure you have a well exposed image
every time.
This will help ensure that the relatively small bird
(or the head of a larger bird) will be in sharp focus
rather than the rushes or branches around it.
Using a single focus point is too demanding for rapid
bird focusing. Using a full frame focus slows down
the focusing process.
Helps ensure the camera exposes for the bird not
the surrounding bright sky or the dark
hedge around it.
The camera will now continuously refocus on the
bird as it moves
Auto white balance is usually just right in practice
to ensure bird colours are correct.
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In the time it takes to raise your camera to your
your camera to a wider zone or full eye, you should now be able to change to full frame
focusing for a bird in flight, and at the same time,
frame focusing. (On my Nikon, I use
Fn1 button to the right of the lens and increase shutter speed three or so clicks to the right
on the relevant dial (to say 1/1250th second) to stay
operate it with 4th right finger)
sharp. Using full frame focusing gives you a better
chance of getting the bird in the frame.
11 Programme a selected button on

Save the above settings group to
one of your camera memories.
Know where your exposure
compensation button is on your
camera.
Experiment with higher/lower
shutter speeds and higher f settings.

This helps to speedily recall all your bird
photography settings when needed.
After a burst of images, check rear screen or chart

and add or subtract exposure compensation as
needed or adjust shutter speed.
.
A lower shutter speed will help reduce ISOs and
noise if the bird is relatively static. Higher shutter
speeds will make for sharpness but increase ISOs.
As to f settings, you may discover your lens has a
‘sweet spot’ at around f8 or so.

The settings in the table above are sufficient to achieve creditable images of birds
including in flight.
The basic settings are set in advance but while raising the camera to your eye, you can
easily adjust the shutter speed and change the focus area if needed.
There is of course much more we could say on this topic, not least on bird photography
away from home, wherever you travel next.
There are of course guides on YouTube and experienced club members could
be approached for help.
If you have difficulty making sense of what I have written, zoom me. Bear in mind that
club ad hoc field events can be useful for practical experience and discussion.
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Many WCC members will be aware of my work as a local historian researching Worcester’s
past. Indeed, some of you will remember the large-scale audio-visual shows that my
brother Malcolm and I began in the mid 1960s.
As the years progressed our, ‘The Changing Face of Worcester’, presentations were
continuously upgraded to a peak with computer-control to seven Carousel projectors,
allowing panoramic scenes to be projected onto a 16-foot-wide screen.
The showings in the 1990s continued to be presented by Gill and me until the final one in
1999, by which time the cumulative figure for audiences had risen to some 65,000.
In 2014, the huge archive that Malcolm and I created, comprising many thousands of
images, was given to the Worcestershire Archive and Archaeological Service based at The
Hive. The pictures were digitised to form the basis of The Changing Face of Worcester
(CFoW) collection, administered by Tudor House Museum, Friar Street, Worcester.
The archive, which has been expanded and augmented by contributions from individuals
and from other collections is publicly online at https://www.cfow.org.uk/
It was always our intention that the collection should be available for everyone and it’s
very gratifying to see how widely it’s being accessed, appreciated and enjoyed.
To add value and increase the knowledgebase, there’s an ongoing process of reviewing all
the material. As you can imagine, this is a really big job. Each image is examined in detail
and keywords are listed. However, the quality of old photo originals and copies varies
considerably. A couple of weeks ago I logged onto the ‘Worcester Life Stories’ group
(a part of CFoW) for one of their regular weekly sessions when these images are reviewed
and discussed.
During the review, a couple of photos were rejected. One showing part of Angel Street in
1962 was so very dark as to be unusable and the other, Angel Place about 1963, was
blurred through camera shake.
I wanted to discover if the content was in any way retrievable and as I didn’t have
immediate access to the original files, I simply made screen-grabs of both images. As you
will appreciate, making a JPEG screen-grab of a modest low res JPEG wasn’t going to be the
best start.
I tackled the almost black, low contrast, poor detail, photo first. With just a few
adjustments in Lightroom’s Develop Module, notably, ‘Auto’, then ‘sliders’ for Contrast,
Exposure, Shadows, Whites, Blacks, Texture and Clarity (see screen-grab of settings), in just
two or three minutes an acceptable image was made.
The transformation is remarkable.
The ‘camera-shake’ photo of Angel Place needed a different approach. After preliminary
tonal adjustments, the image was opened in Topaz ‘Sharpen AI’. Once again, within a few
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moments, corrective sharpness was applied and the result was much better.
Another useable image.
It's likely we all have old family photos which are thought to be very poor or useless.
Before they’re disposed of, it may be worth a quick check to discover what can be rescued
and those treasured moments recovered.
Digital imaging can be amazing!
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